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LARGE AREA YIELD ESrIMAT'"'.c:.SFROM PLANT SIMULATION f.1ODELS
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Sharon LeDuc,- 'Ibm Hodges and Vikki FrenchAbstract
This is an 1nitial
mdels for'large

progress report on the feasibility

area crop yield estimation.

of using simulation

The TAI~O]
(Texas A&.M
Wheat) rrodel

was selected and nodif.ied for simulation of spring wheat growth.

The nodel was

.,

applied to nine North Dakota crop reporting districts
ties,

(CRD's) and to nine coun-

one selected from each of the n1ne CRO's, for the years 1955-1976.

Results indicate that whi2..ethe accuracy of the individual compone.."1ts
leaqing to
",f

the final yield estimate are unknown"the final

yield estimates themselv,es clo-

sely. follow annual changes in observed yields.

An anticipated

bias 1n observed

yields due' to technological improvements(trend)
was also noted.
.

Someproblems

,

\dth the rrodel have been detected, and improvementsare being considered.
Introduction
- -- ---The use of plant process s1.."I1L1l.ation
rrodels to provide an estimate of yield
(production per unit area) of a large are~ has been proposed for several years.
The availability

.-

of such IJOj1elsand the data to ,test them however, were two
~.

requirements that were not met until recently.
report of the current status,

This paper presents a progress

p~blems encountered and problems expected in

.

future W)rk that deals 'with the application of these process IlDdels for estirnatiI:lglarge area production in areas other than locations where the IlDdel \'laS
developed.
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S1.1IDationModels
Crop yields are affected
'simulating these critical

by many p:l.ant processes (Hodges, 1982) •. Models
•

process.es have been developed to estimate yields.

true values for these processes and their

actual effects

generally ~own

to determine, even experimentally.

Because of this,

and extremely difficult

many of the important errors

The

on observed yield are

involved in estimating

the value

fr-omeach process in the s:iIm.l1ationare unknown. Ch2.ythe error between the
#

observed yield and its

final. estimated value can be measured.

of errors within the simulations leading to the final,

The a.ccUIIU.1lation

measurable error cannot

be determined.
ENaluatioI!.2f Simulation Mode:;t.f!
Model selection

criteria

have been developed (Hodges, 1982) which may also

be used for evaluation of' s:1.mulationnodels.

siolog~cal
2)

These criteria

theory.

~p~~teness

- inclusion

in the nodel o~ all critical

.

3)

include:

processes •

.

simI?l_~~it.l- ease of' use and. understa.•...
ldabilityof

4) so~histication
:interactions

- the degree of detail

the nodel.

with Whichprocesses and

~f' processes are sirrnD.ated.

5)

structure

- how a nodel has been implemented in computer code.

6)

t1rnel:in~ss - the capability

of the IIDdel to produce yield f'orecasts

as needed.
7)

.rel!.~bilit]l

- the closeness of' a nodel' s predicted

yields to the

true observed yields in an independent test.
8)

obJ~_tJ'yi~y - the freedom of a nodel. from subjective
to

user.
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inputs by the

'Ib a g:-eat ex.tent,. these criter'ia

have not been fonnalized,

.-

needed in this area to ~ter'Ill1ne useful evaluation

and much work 1s

techniques •

TA.NIW
Model
Each simulation nodel emphasizes a diffeJ:'ent set of critical
node::"se~ect~d in this study for initial
A&M
Wheat) (Maasand Arkin,' 1980).

testing

is referred

processes.

The

to as TAMW
(Tex.as

This nodel was selected because of its

complete oos:ulle..'1.tation
and because of the interest

in a \Oeat nodel for use in

the Ag..1U.S:rA..ttS (Agriculture and Resources Inventor'Y Surveys through Aerospace
Rerote Sensing) program.
TA..V1.'; simulates the daily gr'owth a..'1.d
dev~lopment'of wheat plants

temperature, photoperiod,

so11 m:>isture, and plant density.

based on

Information

generated by the nodel during' the growing season includes -the length of the
vegetative,

reproductive,

and grain fUling

phases; numbe~of productive and

tl."1pr-oc'J.ctive
~h')ots per plant;

a'1.dspikelet

weight per head.

and canopy light

Water stress

number, grain nUmber, and grain

included 'which iL-npact1:x?thgrowth a'1d yield.
the confines of a soil roisture

budget.

interception

components are

Root growth is simulated within

Nutrient

stress

is' not considered •. The

rodel was developed for winter wheat, but the developers believe it is
appropriate for spring wheat whenrrodified accordmg to their

specifications

(Haas and Arkin, 1982, personal commmication).
The nodel is coded in FDRIRAN in a nodular structure.
selects

appropriate code for each grov.'th stage and calls

tional calculations.
are given in Table 1.

The main progra.'1lstructure

A main program
subroutmes for addi-

and""descriptions of subr'outmes

The subr'outines called for' each growth stage are shown in

Table 2.
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J:ocumentationis conta.1ned in a Texas Agricultural
No. 80-3, "TAWil:

Experiment Station

report,

.

A Wheat Growth and Development S1.rm.Jlation
M:>del." Information

needed by the nodel (Table 3) includes SOwlllgdate and depth, plant and row
spacing, latitude,

soil albedo, 13 genetic rate or duration :functions (one of

these was changed in the nod1f1cation for spring wheat), soil noisture

-.

.

parameters, and daily weather (precipitation,

maximum
and m:in:Luun
temperature,

solar radiation and snow depth). The rodel C01.IDts
individual leaves, tillers
•
a11dsp:L1{eletsand provides a leaf -'area index, floret number, gram number, and
grain weig."1t. Phenology of the plant 1s determined in'the
.

'o!,.

,.'••

nodel by the use of

te:nperature and daylength •.
ModelApplica~:i:o!ls
Inputs other.. than planting

date and ·the meteorological data which 8.I;"e

required for the nodel wer~.{~o.,~
~?~g:~.'.~~IJ>m
year -t~:)~~C;~~ :t>i~:s.,: ~~?;.y'd~~:,t.I"-'t
~
distance between plants
(2.54 em), and 1nitiel

(1.0 em), dista'1ce betwee:1ro"lS (20.3 em), sowing deptl'f e.

soil albedo (0.09).

Sets qf genetic coefficients

available only for four winter wheat varieties.

The different

sets produced

One s.et was selected,

only mmor changes in rodel performance•

were

.

and one of 1:ts
..

.functions was nodified foll0w.tng the €uggestion of the nodel developers to adapt
the rodel for spring wheat. The initial
each iocation.

soil roisture

value h'aS estimated for

This was done by running the rodel once for. odd years cropped'

and once for even years cropped with alternate
on al temate years", fields

years fallowed.

were not cropped but were left

idle.

practice a:llO\'lSaccurrn.1lationof rroisture in the soil profile
nal precipitation.

An jnitial

This means that

This manageme..l'1

in areas of rr.argi-

5011 rroisture was estimated for each location

for

"previous year cropped" and for "previous year fallowed" from the average values
of the preliminary 11 year rodel rtm.

\'lhen
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the rIDdel is run continuously

"

over-sever-al year-s, the December31 soil aoistur'e arrount can be retained for use
on January 1.

After several years,' the soil aoisture
•• "J'

'of the initial

value.

rate of evaporation from the soil surface.
j

v

••..I

.. ~~

",

the

.,-

---I

The no4el was developed and intended for use on small plots with the
required inputs available at the site.

\

.•••••

The nodel ,also uses two ,constan~: inputs controlling
"'-.,.

--

value becomes1nd~pendent

•••. ,- "-:'."-.'-

For large area yield estimating,

these

data rust ~be der'ived through other methods. For',exa:nple, temperature an.dpre-

'..u

'.~-d.

...•.•.

. cipitation
stations.

data maybe extrap::>lated from ,the dense netw::>rkof meteorological
In this study the inverse dista..'1cemethod (Crosiar, 1982) was used.

The rrodel also requires. solar radiation;
locations '(about one per state),

however, it is measured at very few

so that extrapolation

is not meaningful.

For

this stutjy,' daily solar radiation is estimated .fromnormal annual distributions
for a location and relationships

'with precipitation

and temperature values

(Richardson, 1981).
'.,

.Although,the meanvalues for solar radiation ~ree

with local meanvalues

(Richardson, 1981}) the standard deviations are too,.small~ The effects of this
on nodel perf'ormanceneeds to' be investigated.

-

.;

est1ma.tedby other means (e.g. satellite),

Until solar radiation can be

the use of available surface data

prOVidesa convenient and accessible way of incorporating solar radiation into
existing rrodels. _
-'j

Not all fields

in a large area are managedin the sare way. Numerous

options exist a."1dthe rrodel has the potential
yield 'which results

fot'"e',raluating the difference in

from someof these options.

The option \'Inichhas the

greatest effect on dr-yland spring wheat yields is believed to be whether there
is continuous cropping or ,..nether the field

is fallowed every other year' to

allow for the a.ccurrni!.ationof rroisture in the sol!.

This effect can be seen in

Figure 1, in which yield for surrrnerfallowed acreage is consistently
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higher

than for continuously cropped acreage.
this wasnot included.
.options were utilized

Another option is irrigation;

however,

CXle
.ITUstestimate the extent to which these and other
at the various locations.

of a field is the planting date.

Also included in the management

This is not easily available for large areas

and must be.estimated from meteorological variables
physically possible to plant in an area.

\'mich indicate when it is

For this study, planting dates were

estimated py a spring srr.a2.lgrains planting I1Ddel(Artley et al, 1981).
another source of error, as the fields

This is

in an area maynot have been planted at

that time.
Another factor h'hieh changes over sev~ral· years is the portion of the
acreage in a region that is planted to each different
five year period use of a popular variety

estL~tes·~or

During a

may decrease rapidly as farmers adopt

a new, pr~surnablyhigher-yielding ·variety.
cha.'1gingsomeof the 13 varietal

crop variety.

coefficients

This change maybe included py
or by adjusting the regional yield

trend.

The modelwas applied.tO the years 1955-1965 to adjust a.'1yinput parameters
..

that could have affected the performance of the rri::>del.Tnis was done to L.'1sure
y

that the statistics

from the test

.

-

.

years, 1966-1976, ~uld be an independent test

of the model. Because of the massive climatic data requirements in. applying the
nodel, the analysis was limited to nine counties (see Figure 2), one from each
Crop Reporting District.
precipitation

A separat~~aly:sl_s_aY~.r!!ged the da.1!U~~1J.re

-------

-

.

over all the counties within a Crop Reporting District

-

and then

used those averages as inputs to the nodel. The nine counties randomly.
---~- .
-- --' selected, one from each CRD,are shown in Figure 2.

----------------

Ie
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and

ModelEvaluation

------.----

The rodel was executed only for sumner fallow conditions.
computer simulations for each location
had to be considered.

The initial

since both options, cropped and fallowed,

soil noisture

gro"-llImlst be estimated from the precipitation
the land ",'asfallow.
period.

This required t\«>

for the year when a crop is

and noisture loss during the year

The extent of area fallowed changed during the test

In 1955 the ratio of continuously cropped area to sumner fallowed area

was 1.0.

By 1970, this bad decreased to .2.

change would be reflected

It ",as anticipated

that this

in increased obser'l/ed yields,. and, hence, an

,.
increasing differen.ce between estimated a..'1dobser""vedyields.
years (1955-1965)

were s1mulated.

It was' anticipated

indicate that nodel adju~tments 'would be necessary.
derived from the nine counties were fairly

close,

that these results

eleven
might

However
J
the estimates.

so no adjustm::>-nts
were made.

During the next e::even years (Figure 3) these differences
larger,

Initially,

appeared to become

indlcat1.'1g tl;1eexpected trend due to gradual implementation of different

cropping practices.
t~ally reduced.

If the trend" were rerroved, these errors would be sUbstan-

The largest

error derivec?-from using the cou.l'1tieswas -1.9 q/h

"

"

in 1§'74, which also had the largest

error from the CRDestimate -8.5 q/h.

Late

planting (which was not estimated well by the planting date nodel used) could
account for someof the yield reduct~on.

The estimate using the CRDdata ",as a

better indicator of the loss than the estimate from the s:imulations for counties.

en

I

the other hand, the county estlmates were bettex:' indicators

reduction in 1961, a year of severe drought.
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which affect water- stress.
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Estimated yields wer-efound to be especially
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to solar radiation.
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for several year

reached
a stable value. :!.....The I'DOdel
was also senl
.•.... ,""

,,;1

,

,.,..~._I

·f~",,~-

•

------

__

~

Yields were reduced with high \solar radiation

------------

:-

soU IIDisture/ was set very high of:~'~

very low, then yields were increased or decreased respectively
until the stored~ , soU neisture
• ~.~

I. ~::

(. ~r ,:.-

••

~'\"

!
I

t

_

~

I

,---",'

values, probably through the effect of solar r~?iation

-

.

on water use and on the

,~

y

Q

~
',I::'''':,
...
~
..;.:
...••.

..

n.

~j
0
~
J-

\,t

arrDuntof~ s~r-ed sol1 rroisture.
rrodel sjmulation,

the duration of the heading to ma~ity

. reduced due to the effects

<
•..."-'

Whe..'1everdr'ought conditions occurr-ed in the
period "''as greatly

of water stress on the plant dev,elopmentalgorithm.

\\Ihe.'1
the duration of this period was reduced, yield was reduced proportionately
It is possible that a problem exists in the soil water balance subroutine
(SWBAL) •

The soU water 'balance maybe being depleted by' excessive" sol1 surfacE

evapor-ation.

Conc'!.usi:)rls
------.
The rrodel yields shO\~8.'1encour-agingpositive
yields.

'The s~ate-level

relationship

yieldS estllnated from either

with observed

the county or the CRD

'oodel runs show a compar-abledirection and magnitude of change with obse'rved
yields :in nest years (Figure 2).

I

smaller than observed yields,

While estimated yields are consistently

this
is due to anticipated
~- ..

t~e two curves. _ Toe positive

slope of observed yields

differ-e.."1ces
Jl:L~J,qp~L0
.
'

-'

is, nost likely

due to

changes in.. technology and managementpr-actices which are not included in the
nodel.

Additionally,
the nodel will r-e@ir~_.gaJ..ibratlon-to-the-3:ev-e-l-of--:1:970'
s
-_._. __._--=-------_._._-~._---

~~~~~?gy.

. I '

-r- ft "','. \J T

I

+, I

.--....'-.-7-

Surrmary

To investigate. feasibll ty of using crop s1rm..1lationrodels for large area

.

yield forecaSting,

the TAMW
(Texas A&M
Wheat) was selected

tion of spring wheat growth.
Reporting Districts

and rrod1,.fiedsimula-

The rodel was applied to 9 North Dako.ta Crop

(COO's) and to one county randomly selected from each CRD,

for the years 1955-1976.

Results indicate

#

vidual components to the final

that while the accuracy or the indi-

yield est1mate are unknown,.the final

mates themselves closely follow ,annual changes in observed yield.

yield esti-

An antici-

...

pated bias, .in obsefVl:~",yields, due to technological
•

noted.

~3'

w'

changes (Trend) was ~so

•

Some'problems \-p.th'the rrodel have been detected and 1rnprovement~are

being co~.side~ed.·

.,,.
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'l'aOle 1.

~troctu['e

01

mam progr-amana aescrl.p'Gl.onor suorou'tL'1es.

Main Program

De~cription of Subroutines

Call PARAM

Ini tializes values of location
variety parameters.

L~itialize location
plant variables

called
and

and

Begin Yearly lDop
Begin Daily Loop
Makes Daily Growth Calculations
Call SOL

Estimates daily solar radiation
correlations with precipitation
temperature values

Call CLIMATE

Calculates daylength rrom latitude
day of year.

Call SWBAL' "

Estimates Transpiration,
Eraporation,
and available soil noisture.

rrom
and
and

Begin Tiller Growth IDop
for each .)?Uler (stem)
Branch to block ror current
Growth Stage'
.
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call

FI-rERG
COMP
TINIT
WLEAF
TEMERG
FLOREI'

Esttmates'progress of seed to' emergence
;:Stimates competitism between plants
Estimates' initiation
of new Tillers (stems)
Estimates Leaf Growth
Estimates Tiller Emergence rrom Main Stem
Estimates Head and. Flower .Growth before
Dowering.
Estimates death of Tillers
Estimat~s death of leaves
Estimates rate of Grain Filling after
flowering.
Estimates degree of Water St['ess

Call TDEA'lH
Call SENES
Call GRFILL
Call STRSSI
End Tiller
IDo

Growth

Ehd Dail
MakeFinal Yield
Estimate

t·

Yield

*
L_

End Yearly Loop
Fnd Main Program

=

PlantslHa

G['ains/Tiller

*

*

TillerslPlant

Weight/Grain

<,

Table 2.

.-.

Subroutines called for each growth stage.

.,,.

.

C'

·/

Table 3. ·Initial

and daily inputs
INITIAL

to TAMW
nodel.

INPUTS

Starting date of daily meteorological data
Sow1.Tlg
date
Between row space
With1.Tlrow space
Seejin~ depth
Latitude
Soil Albedo
13 genetic rate or duration functions
Upper limit of stage 1, sol1 evaIX>ration
Coefficie."lt of', cUImJ1ative soU ,evaporation
"
..
Actual avauable' $011' water in' 'each J.aYer or' soil profile
lmimum extractiU>ie 'So~.l.water'::1fl 'each :'layer. of soU pro.fUe

DAILY INPU'I'S

, Precipitation
Maxirnum
and !·liniIIr.imTemperatures
Solar Radiation
'

.
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